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Abstract 
Recently, several innovative approaches were introduced for enhancing 

the performance of the basic ELMO Bumpy Torus (EBT) concept and for 
improving its reactor potential. These include planar racetrack and square 
geometries, Andreoletti coil systems, and bumpy torus-stellarator hybrids 
(which include twisted racetrack and helical axis stellarator - snakey 
torus). Preliminary evaluations of reactor implications of each approach 
have been carried out based on magnetics (vacuum) calculations, transport 
and scaling relationships, and stability properties deduced from provisional 
configurations that implement the approach but are not necessarily optim-
ized. Further optimization is needed in all cases to evaluate the full poten-
tial of each approach. 

Results of these studies indicate favorable reactor projections with a 
significant reduction in reactor physical size as compared to conventional 
EBT reactor designs carried out in the past. Specifically, with these 
advanced configurations, reactors with R =• 20 ± 3 m are found to be 
possible; this is almost a factor of 2 reduction in size compared to recent 
EBT reactor design points with R 40 ± 5 m (which utilizes symmetric 
ing coils for an aspect ratio enhancement) for comparable power outputs. 
(Here R is defined as 2ir/?-cquivalent major radius.) This makes it possible 
to operate at high wall loadings (—2—4 MW/m2 instead of 
—1—1.5 MW/m1) and increased engineering fusion power density. 
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Introduction 
Several aspects of the ELMO Bumpy Torus (EBT) concept make it attractive as a 

fusion reactor: the large aspect ratio; simple, noninterlocking circular coils with modest 
field; modularity; and, above all, the steady-state operation. There have been several EBT 
reactor studies demonstrating the advantages resulting from these aspects of the EBT con-
cept, the most recent of which is discussed in Ref. [ 1 ]. Conventional EBT designs have 
raised two issues for an EBT and have indicated directions for improving a reactor: 
(1) large physical size and (2) recirculating power. The first, large unit size, has to do 
with the bulk plasma confinement properties, which are closely related to the dependence 
of the particle drift orbits on pitch angle. Relatively large aspect ratio ( R T / R C . where RT 

is the major radius of the torus and Re is the mean coil radius =• radius of curvature) is 
required to attain large m. The second issue is the recirculating power required to main-
tain the energetic hot electrons (hot electron rings) that ensure bulk plasma stability. 

During the recent U.S.-Japan Workshop on Advanced Bumpy Torus Concepts, several 
conflgurational approaches and concept improvement schemes emerged for enhancing the 
performance of the basic EBT concept and for improving its reactor potential [2]. These 
include (but are not limited to) configurations with (1) noncircular magnetic coils -
Andreoletti coil systems [3]; (2) square or racetrack geometries without [4] or with [5] 
rotational transform; and (3) stellarator-bumpy torus hybrids - snakey torus [6]. In all 
cases EBT-like hot electron rings are used to stabilize the interchange modes driven by the 
unfavorable magnetic field curvature either on a continuous, steady-state basis [for cases 
(1) and (2) above] or on a transient basis during startup to access the "second stability 
regime" [for case (3) above]. In addition to these new advanced configurations, concept 
improvements such as positive ambipolar potential operation and various radiofrequency 
and microwave heating scenarios for profile control and tailored stability properties offer 
the possibility of enhanced performance in the present EBT geometry (see Ref. [2]). 

These configurations basically fall into two categories: (1) closed field line devices 
(such as planar racetrack and square geometries and Andreoletti coil systems) and 
(2) closed flux surface devices [such as twisted racetrack (TRT) and snakey torus]. 
Closed field line devices rely on the "bumpiness" of the field (grad-B, as well as radial 
electric field Er) for confinement and equilibrium and require hot electron ringr (in bad 
curvature regions) for stability. These are the properties of EBT. Closed flux surface (a 
property not found in EBT) geometries can further be divided into two categories: those 
using rotational transform in bumpy tori to improve the confinement (bumpy torus with 
stellarator features, such as a TRT) and those using some of the EBT features (hot elec-
trons) in closed flux surface devices to enhance the stability during startup (e.g., a stellara-
tor with EBT features, such as a snakey torus). 

This paper summarizes the results of recent preliminary reactor assessments of these 
advanced bumpy torus configurations. Included in the analysis are magnetics (vacuum) 
calculations, confinement scaling, and stability properties. The technology requirements 
and engineering characteristics are only considered to the extent that they differ signifi-
cantly from those in conventional EBT reactors (or other fusion reactors). 
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Comments on Basic EBT Configuration 
Optimizing the design of an EBT experiment and/or reactor requires determination of 

the magnetic field configuration that maximizes particle confinement within the toroidal 
volume. The toroidal curvature of the magnetic Field in EBT results in an inward shift of 
particle drift orbits toward the major axis. The relative amount of shift, however, depends 
on the pitch angle {V\fV). This shift is largest for the transitional (resonant) and 
toroidally passing particles (i.e., those having large V[/V), and it is smallest for particles 
trapped near the midplane of each sector (i.e., those having small K|/K). This dispersion 
in the displacement of particle drift orbits plays a major role in diffusive and direct parti-
cle losses. 

The commonly used criteria for the assessment of EBT magnetic geometries are based 
on the vacuum magnetic Held drift orbits and the volumetric efficiency. The drift orbits 
are determined by contours of constant J, the longitudinal adiabatic invariant ( / — 
j V\DL). The shift in drift orbit centers is then determined from RJMIN — the radial posi-
tion of the minimum of J. The volumetric efficiency FiVyfV) - A{y\jV)fA{V\ — 0) is 
defined as the ratio of the last closed drift orbit area of a particle with a given pitch angle 
to that of V\ «- 0 (purely trapped particle). The centering of drift orbits for deeply 
trapped particles within the vacuum chamber is important for the utilize tion of the mag-
netic volume because it determines the spatial position of the hot electron rings, which 
determines the boundary of a toroidally confined core plasma. (Note that the rings form 
on contours of constant mod-B in the midplane.) 

In a simple bumpy torus, an increase in aspect ratio reduces the dispersion in drift 
orbits and improves the confinement of all classes of particles. The need for better con-
finement characteristics and efficient utilization of magnetic fields has led in the past to 
reactors with large physical size and power output. Through the use of low-current supple-
mentary coils (i.e., ARE and SYM coils [7]) or inverse-D coils [1], however, it was possi-
ble to reduce the reactor sizes from about R j =* 60 m [8] to about Rf * 35 m [1] for a 
fusion power output of P ~ 1200-1500 MWe. Results of the recent reactor studies with 
SYM and inverse-D coils are given in Ref. [1]. With the new advanced configurations, 
further reduction in reactor physical size has been shown to be possible. We discuss their 
characteristics in the following sections. In all cases, unless otherwise specified, the follow-
ing parameters are used: average plasma radius a ** 1.5 m (a — 1 m under the coil); 
Boo — Bmln 2.5 T and ^ =* 5.5 T for mirror fields on-axis; the blanket and shield 
thickness under the mirror coil as 1.0 m and is distributed nonuniformly between the 
coils; and the mirror coil half thickness =>0.35 m. 

EBT with Andreoietti Coils (EBTEQ 

The EBTEC (EBT with enhanced confinement) configuration consists of a toroidal 
arrr of racetrack-shaped coils - "Andreoietti coils" - whose major axes are alternately 
oriented vertically and horizontally [3). By adjusting the elongation of the coils (H/W, 
height-to-width ratio) and the relative shifts in the centers of alternate coils, it has been 
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shown that it is possible to obtain nearly concentric trapped and passing particle drift sur-
faces, thus greatly reducing the random-walk step size for diffusion. For a next-
generation-size device (such as EBT-P), the EBTEC configuration, large aspect ratio, 
shows closed and nearly circular resonant particle drift orbits [3]. As in EBT, the core 
plasma is stabilized by the hot electron rings which form near mod-B contours in the mid-
plane. Here we present preliminary results for a reactor-size device. 

For a reactor, we must include the effects of a blanket and shielding, which for a 
fixed geometry will reduce the plasma radius. To recover a desired plasma radius at fixed 
major radius RT and mirror ratio Af, we must increase the coil size and decrease the num-
ber of sectors N. A smaller aspect ratio results, and some outer drift surfaces are scraped 
off by the shielding. 

Among the various sizes studied for a reactor, we present two cases here: (1) greatly 
enhanced confinement for a device comparable in size to the latest circular coil EBT reac-
tor design, which uses SYM coils for aspect ratio enhancement [1], that is, for RT =* 
35 m, and (2) a reduced major radius device, RT SR 20-25 m, with confinement compa-
rable to a circular coil reactor ( R j =* 35 m). In the calculations, blanket and shield 
thickness is assumed to be 1.0 m at the limiting coil throat in the shortest direction, and it 
has a nonuniform (>1 m) distribution between the coils (as well as under the coil in the 
longest direction). 

For the enhanced confinement case (RT =* 35 m , Af = 2.25, and a =* 1.25 m under 
the coil), Fig. 1 shows the dispersion in drift orbit centers of trapped and passing particles, 
&RJMIN = RJIATAV\IV = 0) - RJMINIYL/Y - 1). versus the outward shift of the 
vertical coils relative to the horizontal coils. Because of less shift requirement, H / W — 3 
has been chosen for the coils. To have A R J M I N =* 0, about a 7.5-m shift of coil centers 
is required. One quadrant of the equatorial plane of the configuration for this case is 
shown in Fig. 2. 

A plot of yolumetric efficiency (percent of area enclosed by a drift surface) in the 
midplane versus V\fV is shown in Fig. 3 for an EBTEC reactor and for a circular coil 
EBT reactor without and with SYM coils for the same R, a, and M. Note that the 
EBTEC has nearly concentric orbits for all V\FV\ however, the area for the resonance par-
ticles is small due to shielding scrapeoff. It may be possible to alleviate this scrapeoff by 
proper shaping or parameter optimization. In any case, a very significant improvement in 
resonance particle behavior over the circular coil case is evident from Fig. 3. 

For the reduced major radius case ( R T =• 20-25 m), Fig. 4 (a plot of & R J M I N v s 

RT) indicates that drift orbit centering becomes poorer as RT decreases. The coil shift is 
about 10 m; however, a larger shift could be used to reduce & R J M I N further. 

Figure 5 shows a 14-sector device with RT ™ 26.5 m for the vertical coils and RT ™ 
16.5 m for the horizontal coils. The plasma in the midplane is centered at RT • 23 m. 
Figure 6 shows the limiting field lines in the equatorial plane and the mod-B contours. 
Note that the distortion from the shift has moved the minimum in mod-B contours off of 
the midplane. Nevertheless, a drift surface analysis was carried out in the "geometric mid-
plane." Figure 7 shows the trapped and passing particle drift orbits in this midplane. 
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kRjMiN =* 0.6 m is lower than the value deduced from Fig. 4, but the plasma radius a is 
smaller here. Volumetric efficiency corresponding to thi* case is also shown in Fig. 3. 
Comparison with the circular coil EBT reactor still indicates significant improvement. 

To summarize the results, we see that for the RT =* 35 m case, trapped and passing 
particle orbits can be made to nearly coincide. A very narrow resonance region results 
(see Fig. 3), which can perhaps be eliminated with further optimization; in particular, if 
RT is increased, the resonant particles become circular at large plasma radius. For RT — 
23 m, the 14-coil case, the confinement is significantly better than for the RT 35 m 
circular coil reactor. Due to high distortions for small N (see Fig. 6), an analysis away 
from geometric midplane needs to be developed to accurately assets confinement. 

Perhaps the greatest engineering problem that can be raised with respect to the 
EBTEC configuration is the large size of the coils (H/W — 3). It may, however, be pos-
sible to design alternative, smaller coils which produce t* ? same magnetic field geometry 
as the shifted Andreoletti coils. Coil design using this approach has been done at Garch-
ing for stellarators. 

ORNL-DWG 83C-3760 FED 
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ELMO Bumpy Square 
The ELMO Bumpy Polygon geometry, in which the magnetic axis is not circular but 

is shaped like a racetrack, triangle, square, pentagon, etc., consists of linear segments of 
simple mirrors (made of circular or elliptical coils) that are linked by sections of high-field 
toroidal solenoids [4]. The ELMO Bumpy Square (EBS) is the member of this class that 
has been most extensively analyzed. In these configurations, the toroidal effects are local-
ized in regions of high magnetic field, thereby minimizing the effect of toroidal curvature 
on single particle drift orbits, volumetric efficiency, etc. As in EBT, the core plasma is 
stabilized by the presence of hot electron rings in the linear mirror sections. For a near-
term, experimental-size device (such as EBT-S), EBS has been shown to have single parti-
cle confinement properties and plasma volume utilization that are distinctly superior to 
those of a standard EBT of comparable size [4]. 

High-field solenoid sections (corners) can be circular or elliptical in cross section; 
however, an elliptical shape is found to give the best passing particle confinement. It is 
also possible to replace the coils in the straight sections with the Andreoletti coils discussed 
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previously. Reactor characteristics of the bumpy square (as well as the racetrack) are 
analyzed for both circular and Andreoletti coils. Significant improvements (similar to the 
results discussed in the previous section) in orbit centering and volumetric efficiency over 
those of the circular coil EBT are found. 

Figure 8 shows the variation of the normalized magnetic field strength as a function 
of arc length along the magnetic axis for one quadrant (straight section plus two half-
corners) of a typical reactor case, which consists of three linear mirror sectors per side 
(total of 12 mirrors plus 4 corners). The on-axis mirror ratio in the sides is —2.2 and the 
"global" mirror ratio (B at the corners/5 at the reference midplane, B^) for this particular 
case is 3.6. The mirror coils on the sides are 8-T magnets, and the corner coils are 12 T. 
From the shape of the curve in Fig. 8, one can see that there are mirror-trapped particles 
in a single sector, mirror-trapped particles between the high-field corners, and passing par-
ticles. There are also transitional particles that turn or barely pass near the various Held 
maxima. The equivalent major radius of the device (circumference/2ir) shown in Fig. 8 is 
about RT =* 20.5 m, which has drift orbit characteristics much better than the RT • 
35 m circular coil EBT (Fig. 3). Transitional and passing particle orbit characteristics 
are similar to and the trapped particle orbits are significantly better than the R j ™ 35 m 
EBT with SYM coils. 

Simple scaling calculations indicate that diffusive step-size Ax(— A R J M I N ) is 
inversely proportional to the global mirror ratio (/Tconw/ffoo) and the ratio of the length of 
the straight section to the curved section, 

- l 
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Fig. 8. Variation of the magnetic field a* a function of arc length 
along the magnetic axis for one quadrant (straight section plus two half-
corner*) of as R r - 20.5 m EBS. 

where N is the number of mirrors (in straight sections), LM is the mirror sector length, and 
Rear is the radius of the corner (toroidal solenoid) in which /?rar =« (1-1.2) Lm, We note 
that confinement time scales with l /(Ax)2, thus with the square of the global mirror ratio. 

Figure 9 shows a field line drawing (in the equatorial plane) of a hybrid configura-
tion, a bumpy square with Andreoletti coils. Here each straight section (side) consists of 
two mirror sectors with one horizontal Andreoletti coil (H/W — 2). Among the confi-
gurations studied, this one, (though not optimized) gives the smallest bumpy square geom-
etry for a reactor with an equivalent major radius of RT — 17.S m. The volumetric effi-
ciency and drift orbit characteristics are much better than the RT ™ 20.5 m bumpy 
square case discussed previously. 

Figure 10 shows a field line drawing of another hybrid configuration - a bumpy 
square with horizontal "teardrop" coils in which the shape of the coil is shown in Fig. 11. 
This is similar to the case discussed previously (see Fig. 9); however, in this case the 
plasma occupies a larger fraction of the coil volume. The teardrop coils (one on each side) 
are shifted inward relative to the corners. Figure 12 shows the variation of the normalized 
magnetic field strength as a function of arc length along the magnetic axis for one quad-
rant, where Boo 9 1 2.2 T, LM =• 10 m, and R ^ =* 6.5 m. The global mirror ratio is 
about 5. The teardrop coils are 10-T magnets with modest current density and the corner 
coils are 15 T. The corner coils are of a much smaller cross section, and the total weight 
of all the coils in one corner is comparable to that of one teardrop coil. A plot of 
volumetric efficiency is given in Fig. 13, which compares very favorably with Fig. 3. 
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The concerns that can be raised with respect to the square (or racetrack) configura-
tion are mainly associated with the high-field corners. Although magnetic fields consid-
ered for corners are not too high, the cost of these magnets compared to the overall plant 
cost needs to be analyzed. Because there are a finite number of coils that can be placed in 
corners, field ripple effects may play an important role. Ballooning modes associated with 
the corners and the effect of parallel currents on equilibrium and confinement properties 
are presently under consideration. The EBT, as a closed field line device, is sensitive to 
field errors. These field errors may be more stringent in the EBS configuration than in the 
standard EBT because of the fewer degrees of symmetry. 

X/A 
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Twisted Racetrack 
The twisted racetrack (TRT) EBT is a type of figure-8" stellarator with two straight 

sections composed of ansymmetric mirror sectors. In this configuration (Fig. 14), as in 
EBT, the fmmpinea" of the field provides favorable poioidal drifts and equilibrium, and 
the hot electron rings (in the straight sections) provide the stability. Rotational transform 
is introduced (by twisting the racetrack) to improve the confinement. The carved solenoid 
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sections do not contain rings (as in the planar bumpy racetrack or bumpy square confi-
gurations) and have an on-axis field approximately equal to the magnetic field in the coil 
throats of straight sections. The flux surfaces are nearly concentric circles with essentially 
no shear. Thus the objective of TRT is to obtain a configuration with favorable EBT sta-
bility and equilibrium properties that has the stellarator-like favorable transport at modest 
aspect ratio. 

Preliminary calculations carried out for a TRT reactor also indicate considerable 
improvement (similar to EBTEC and EBS) over a standard EBT configuration. The 
example looked at is for RT =» 20 m, equivalent circumference major radius. It consists 
of six axisymmetric mirrors per straight section (with a mirror ratio M — 2.2S and mir-
ror length LM =* 6.S m) — a total of 12 mirrors — and curved solenoid end connectors 
with a radius of R ^ =* 8 m. The rotational transform is q(axis) =* 1.7 and 
qilimiter) =* 2.3. 

At reactor temperatures (TT — 20 keV) the ion collision frequency is lower than the 
bounce time for ions trapped in the 1 /R variation in the toroidal curved sections of the 
racetrack. In this regime the dominant thermal conductivity is due to these trapped ions, 
which are in banana orbits. The diffusion coefficient is given roughly by 
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where qpt/t1^2 is the banana width, fT is the fraction of distribution trapped in the banana 
orbits, /PM is the effective collision frequency for untrapping the ions, and t — a/Rco, is 
the inverse aspect ratio. The banana width in the TRT is the same as in a lokamak or 
stellarator with the same toroidal curvature. However, the fraction of trapped particles 
and the effective collision frequency in the straight section with mirrors are different from 
those in the toroidal section. Therefore, to evaluate the transport in TRT, the parameters 
must be integrated around the device. Calculations are carried out by approximating the 
mirror sectors as square magnetic wells with a field Bmln — B„^JM for half the length of 
the sector (L„/2) and a field Bmax for the other half of the length. For a density of 
~ I 0 2 0 m'3, a temperature of —20 keV, and q s* 1.7, we find nr =* 3.5 X 1020 m'3-s 
for this TRT reactor. 

This preliminary result of nr indicates some (but not a large) margin of ignition that 
is approximately equal to that in a circular EBT reactor with SYM coils for RT =* 35 m 
[!]• 

Comments on the Stability Properties 
of Advanced EBT Configurations 

The maximum beta (0) at which a plasma can be confined in an advanced EBT con-
figuration is presently an unknown quantity of significant interest with respect to both the 
reactor embodiment of such a device and the near-term experimental devices. For low 
values of core plasma beta, Pc , and in the conventional EBT (where there is a relatively 
short connection between good and bad curvature regions and hot electron rings to stabil-
ize the bad regions), the unstable modes have been expected to be close to flutelike and do 
not expend much energy bending field lines. For higher values of (Je in closed field line 
devices where there is an extended region of unfavorable curvature - without rings - con-
necting good curvature regions (such as in the square and racetrack), the stabilization due 
to field line bending can become smaller than the destabilization due to mode localization 
in the bad curvature regions, and modes localized to these regions can go unstable. 

On the other hand, in devices with rotational transform and closed flux surfaces 
[ELMO Snakey Torus (EST), a tokamak with energetic particles], the stability question is 
qualitatively different. Here an important factor is the effect of the outward shift of the 
flux surfaces (caused by toroidicity) and its influence on the J dl/B profile seen by the 
plasma. For large enough shifts, a stable magnetic-well configuration is formed, and arbi-
trarily large plasma betas can be stably confined. It has been suggested that these shifts 
can be initially produced by a high beta energetic particle component (hot electron ring). 
The only requirement on the hot species is that it remain decoupled from the core plasma 
and that it be present until the core plasma beta is large enough to maintain itself in the 
second stability regime. At this point the energetic particles would no longer be necessary 
and could be turned off. Finally, there are devices such as the TRT EBT with weak rota-
tional transform which probably are closer, from the stability point of view, to the closed 
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field line devices than to the closed flux surface device. That is, they cannot be stabilized 
by the outward shift (caused by a high beta plasma) moving the plasma into a region 
where jdl/B is favorable, but rather must be stabilized by a self-dug well from hot elec-
tron rings. However, such a well may be easier to form in the TRT (and in the 
Andreoletti coil torus) since the variation in J dl/B across the minor radius is typically 
smaller than in the conventional bumpy torus. 

We First discuss stability calculations relevant to closed field line devices and then 
mention those for closed flux surface devices since the motivations for using an energetic 
particle component are somewhat different in the two cases. 

For closed field line devices, simplified stability calculations have been made [2] using 
the Euler-Lagrange equations derived from the primitive form of the energy principle 
(valid for low-frequency modes). If one examines the high m limit (usually the most 
unstable), then the perpendicular and parallel problems decouple and stability can be ana-
lyzed on a field line-by-field line basis. This method is typically applied to the outermost 
field line in the equatorial plane for the case of bumpy square and racetrack since this is 
the most unstable point. This analysis has indicated that the limit for the corners of 
EBS is roughly 10% and that this limit scales in proportion to the number of sides squared 
in the case of bumpy polygons (racetrack, square, pentagon, etc.). Therefore, it appears 
that the 0e limit for the corners of these devices is either comparable or is not as limiting 
(except possibly in the case of the racetrack) as the Van Dam-Lee (Jc limit in the hot 
electron ring region. 

The closed flux surface devices can be divided into (1) those in which the outward 
Shafranov shift can produce a stable magnetic well (EST [6] and a tokamak with 
energetic particles [9]), allowing access to the second stability regime, and (2) those in 
which the shift cannot (TRT [S]) and where the ring must produce a well. 

For the TRT device, stability calculations have recently been initiated based on an 
existing high m ballooning formalism. In this device localized modes that can grow in the 
connecting ends of the racetrack are physically separated from the stabilizing rings. Prel-
iminary estimates based on examining the connection lengths have indicated that balloon-
ing in the end sections does not become a problem until 0e is comparable to the 
Van Dam-Lee ring-core coupling 0e limit in the mirror sectors. 

In the EST helically displaced magnetic field coils are used to produce a device with 
closed magnetic surfaces [6]. The hot electron plasma is initially present to produce a suf-
ficiently large Shafranov shift (about 10-20% hot electron beta required) to stabilize 
pressure-driven modes in the core plasma. Once the core plasma beta is in the 10% range, 
power to the hot electrons can be turned off, allowing them to decay and deposit their 
energy as heat into the core plasma. To achieve stability it has been estimated that the 
required ring beta is comparable to that required to dig a well in a conventional EBT. 
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